ABSTRACT Stemming is one of the most effective techniques, which has been adopted in many applications, such as machine learning, machine translation, document classification (DC), information retrieval, and natural language processing. The stemming technique is meant to be applied during the classification of documents to reduce the high dimensionality of the feature space, which, in turn, raises the functioning of the classification system, particularly with extreme modulated language, for instance, Arabic language. This paper aims to study the impact of stemming techniques, namely Information Science Research Institute (ISRI), Tashaphyne, and ARLStem on Arabic DC. The classification algorithms, namely Naïve Bayesian (NB), support vector machine (SVM), and K -nearest neighbors (KNN), are used in this paper. In addition, the chi-square feature selection is used to select the most relevant features. Experiments are conducted on CNN Arabic corpus, which is collected from Arabic websites to assess the performance of the classification system. In order to evaluate the classifiers, the K -fold cross-validation method and Micro-F1 are used. Findings of this paper indicate that the ARLStem outperforms the ISRI and Tashaphyne stemmers. The outcomes clearly showed the effectiveness of the SVM over the KNN and NB classifiers, which achieved 94.64% Micro-F1 value when using the ARLStem stemmer.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, with the increment of the data in diverse resources, Document Classification (DC) becomes essential to extract the knowledge and significant information in the research field of Natural Language Processing (NLP) [1] , Information Retrieval (IR) [2] , and data mining [3] . One of the critical tasks of text mining that is dependable on recognizing, understanding, discerning, and organizing various types of textual data collections is known as DC. It also defined as the process of classifying documents into different categories based on their linguistic features [4] . Based on this concepts, DC plays a vital role in several applications such as website classification [5] , spam filtering [6] , automatic indexing [7] , and email filtering [8] .
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In general, the DC framework consists of three main steps [9] namely documents preprocessing, document modeling (indexing) and classification. Document preprocessing is the task that changes the documents into an appropriate presentation for the classification system. Several preprocessing techniques can be applied such as normalization, tokenization, stop word elimination, and stemming technique. The second step of DC is the document modeling which is known as the method that extracts features from the text and converts it into the algebraic vector. The Final step is that the classification known as the method that constructs the classification model and model evaluation.
Document preprocessing is one of many challenges in Arabic DC and has the largest effect on the performance of the DC model. Due to the richness of the Arabic language which contains complex morphology compared to other languages [4] , [10] , [11] . There are many techniques which have been adopted as preprocessing to improve the performance of the DC model. The stemming technique is an important method of preprocessing that is used to make the task less dependent, reduce the feature space and enhance the performance of classification [12] . Stemming techniques are adopted in several applications for example, text summarization [13] , documents classification [12] , sentiment analysis [14] , data compression [15] .
Many researchers investigated various Arabic stemming techniques to enhance the performance of Arabic DC. This paper presents the results of an experiment by comparing three stemmers which are Information Science Research Institute stemmer (ISRI) [16] , Tashaphyne [17] and Arabic light stemmer (ARLStem) [18] on Arabic DC. The study is the first of its kind that deals with the ARLStem stemmer on Arabic DC, especially with public dataset such as CNN dataset collected by Saad and Ashour [19] according to the background search. Excessive numbers of features lead to an increase in the computational process and less classification accuracy [20] . Therefore, the chi-square feature selection technique [21] employed to select the essential features. Whereas, the Naïve Bayesian (NB) [22] , K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) [23] , and Support Vector Machine (SVM) [21] are applied to build the model of classification. The results of this paper can help the researchers to select the optimal stemmer, classifier, and the size of features for Arabic DC.
This paper has been organized as follows: a review of the literature which has been published in Arabic DC has been given in section 2. Introduction to supervised learning algorithms in section 3. Research methodology in section 4. Results of experiments have been presented in section 5. Finally, conclusions and future works are shown in the last section.
II. RELATED WORK
Many studies have been presented to solve the problem of DC in Latin-based languages and other languages. Nevertheless, limited researches have been conducted on the classification of Arabic documents.
Yousif et al. [24] used Naïve Bayes (NB) classifier on Arabic DC to evaluate the effect of a Light stemmer, Khoja stemmer, and Root extractor. They conclude that the best performance can be obtained by root extractor.
Ayedh et al. [9] studied the influence of preprocessing techniques such as normalization, stemming and stop words exclusion on Arabic DC. SVM, NB and KNN classifiers are applied to build the classification model. Chi-square, feature selection method, considered to select the critical features. They determined that SVM classifier outperformed others classifiers when the stemming and normalization were combined.
Duwairi et al. [25] assessed the influence of stemming methods on Arabic DC. The stemming methods namelylight stemming and word clusters. They affirm that the light stemming method improved the accuracy more than the other methods. Rouhia et al. [29] studied the impact of normalization and the stemming techniques such as Tashaphyne stemmer, and ISRI stemmer on Arabic DC. Bag of Words (Bow) used to extract features from the documents. Their results showed that the best outcome found by normalization and the stemmers have less accuracy. Finally, this paper deal with new stemming technique and using a public dataset with selected essential features from the dataset using a feature selection method.
Abainia et al. [18] built a novel Arabic Light Stemmer (ARLStem) based on stripping prefixes, suffixes, and infixes from the words. They determine that their work is the first work that deals with remove infixes and their results outperform many present light stemmers.
Bahassine et al. [30] presented a novel stemming algorithm that decreases the attributes to their root for Arabic document classification. Decision tree (DT) classifier is used to build the model. Chi-square is used as a features selection method. Their results were compared with Khoja stemmer. The outcomes indicated that their proposed stemmer outperform Khoja stemmer.
Nehar et al. [31] proposed a new model for word root extraction on Arabic text classification without relying on any dictionary. At the preprocessing tasks such as non-Arabic letters, symbols, digits, and stop words were removed. LibSVM used to build the model of classification. The outcomes indicate that the proposed method of the root extraction increases the performance of the classification algorithm.
Oraby et al. [32] studied the impact of stemming techniques on Arabic sentiment analysis. Their results show that the Tashaphyne stemmer resulted in 93.2% of accuracy, and 92.6% with ISRI stemmer, and 92.2% with Khoja stemmer.
Bsoul and Mohd [33] investigated the effect of ISRI stemmer on the improvement of document clustering. Their results showed good enhancements with the stemmed approach as compared with the non-stemmed approach.
Bahassine et al. [34] developed a feature selection technique to improve the Arabic DC and compared it with three traditional features selection metrics namely Information Gain (IG), Mutual Information (MI) and Chi-square. The stemming technique used as a preprocessing task. DT and SVM classifiers are used to build the model of classification using CNN dataset [19] . The best experimental outcomes observed when applying the improved chi-square feature selection method with SVM classifier.
III. SUPERVISED LEARNING ALGORITHMS
Machine learning (ML) methods can be categorized into supervised and unsupervised learning [35] . The supervised learning builds the model based on learning from a labeled corpus for next prediction classification [3] . The output function could be discrete (for example, ML classifiers) or continuous (such as linear regression), there is a target for this data (labeled data), such as classification, but in unsupervised learning, there is no target for this data (unlabeled data), such as clustering [33] .
The main supervised classifiers exploited in this study are discussed in the following paragraphs.
SVM is an algorithm that can be adopted for regression or classification methods. It builds N-dimensional hyperplane that splits the data into two groups in the classification method. We can use the SVM as efficiently perform a nonlinear classification using the kernel trick; it is considered as a signature algorithm to solve the problem of high dimensionality in DC. The weaknesses of SVM include high memory requirements, poor interpretability, and complexity [36] , [37] .
K-NN is an algorithm used for classification and regression; K-NN suffers from several disadvantages such as poor accuracy if K has been not appropriately selected, sensitivity to irrelevant parameters and the need for a proper similarity measure such as the Cosine measure [21] .
NB classifier is a technique based on the Bayesian theorem, according to equation 1, and is particularly suited when the dimensionality of the inputs is significant, regardless of its simplicity. NB is a classifier that depends on the probabilistic condition: 
IV. METHODOLOGY
The three main phases in Arabic DC are the preprocessing phase, feature representation (extraction) phase, and document classification phase as illustrated in Fig.1 .
Preprocessing phase comprises the tasks that convert the text into an appropriate format. Feature representation (extraction) includes the process that extracts the feature from the document and changes it into a numerical vector. Feature selection method selects the necessary features. Classification model and its evaluation represent the last DC phase.
A. DOCUMENT PREPROCESSING Document preprocessing is the method that converts the documents into the suitable form of the classification. Preprocessing technique can be used to reduce the computational process and feature space which enhances the performance and classification accuracy. In this phase all non-Arabic words, stop words, digits, numbers, and punctuation were removed [38] , the preprocessing includes the following steps.
1) TOKENIZATION
Tokenization is the method that separated the text into tokens. These tokens might be separate words, sentences or paragraphs. Words are often separated from each other by breaks such as white space, commas, periods, semicolons, and quotes. The output of tokens becomes the input for the next preprocessing step.
2) NORMALIZATION
Normalization is the process that transforms the letter in text into a canonical form, for instance transform Hamza '' '' in ( , , ) into , Taa Marboutah '' '' into '' '', Yaa Mamdoda '' '' into '' '', remove the Diacritics and elongation such as in '' '' into '' ''. Therefore in this paper, we used the normalization rules that indicated by [39] .
3) STOP WORDS ELIMINATION
Stop words known as the frequent words that bring no meaning or indications about the content (i.e., prepositions, pronouns, conjunctions) such as ''for'' , ''so, '' or ''with, '', these words do not help in distinguishing between different classes [4] . Stop words removal include the elimination of insignificant words. The list of stop words was prepared and removed from all documents. 1 
4) STEMMING TECHNIQUES
Stemming techniques are considered as an essential preprocessing stage before tackling any task of DC or information retrieval in NLP. After removing the unimportant information, the different words that came from the same word were mapped to their root or stem [26] . Word extracting method reducing the number of words that extract from the documents and decrease the morphological variance of words [39] . The high dimensionality of features is a significant challenge in DC. The stemming technique is one method of preprocessing techniques that reduce the high dimensionality of vector space by reducing the word to its root or stem.
With regards to the Arabic language, the most appropriate stemming techniques are the root-based technique [40] and the stem based technique [41] .
• Root-based stemmer applies morphological procedures to retrieve the root. Many root-based stemming methods have been built for Arabic DC such as in [42] which initially peels off layers of suffixes and prefixes after that checks a list of formats and roots to decide if the remainder may be a known root with a known format adopted. If so, then it returns the root. Else, it returns the actual word, not modified. The Root-based stemmer has limitations, for example, the root dictionary demands an update to make sure that new detected terms are stemmed appropriately and if the root comprises feeble character (i.e., alif, waw or yah), the form of this character could be changed during derivation. In order to address this, the stemmer should be checked to ascertain if the weak character is in the right pattern.
If it is not, the stemmer yields the right patterns of this weak character, which then offers the right pattern of the root. Again, it takes over a weak message with ( ) which yields a wrong root. For instance, the word (''Munathammat'' ) is stemmed to (''Thama'' ) instead of (''Nath'ama'' ). For example, ISRI stemmer [16] is a rule-based stemmer that stems the word according to specific rules to find its root and is similar to Khoja stemmer [45] but without using root dictionary [16] . Furthermore, the word that cannot be rooted, the ISRI bring a normalized form after it normalizes the word (for illustration, removal of the end patterns and specific determinants) instead of allowing for the word unchanged [32] . The improvements of the ISRI stemmer has been showed in document clustering [33] .
• The light stemming technique is the process of removing the very often prefixes and suffixes based on a predefined list of suffixes and prefixes. The light stemming technique is not meant to retrieve the root of a selected Arabic word; hence, this technique is not meant for dealing with infixes or recognize patterns. Many light stemmers have been recommended for the Arabic language [18] . With regards to the light stemmer, its technique gets rid of affixes, predefined in the list, without finding it out if the leftover is a stem. In some cases, truncates it from the letter and yields a wrong stem (e.g. ''Bustan'' offers ''Busta'' ). There is no standard algorithm for Arabic light stemming; all attempts in this aspect were a set of guidelines to remove a small amount of suffix and prefixes. Again, there is an indefinite list of these removable affixes [43] . For instance, Tashaphyne [44] , and ARLStem [18] are two stemmers that employ light stemming technique.
To be more precise, Tashaphyne stemmer works by first normalizing words in preparation for the ''search and index'' tasks that require stemming. Secondly, segmentation and stemming of the input are performed using a default Arabic affix lookup list which allows for various levels of stemming and rooting [32] . Whereas, ARLStem is a new light stemmer based on updated some new rules for stripping prefixes, suffixes, and infixes smartly to obtain the stem [18] . The ARLStem stemmer begins by characters normalizing, suffixes and prefixes elimination. After that dealing with plural, feminine, and verb to extract the stem of the word.
B. DOCUMENT REPRESENTATIO
Document modeling includes feature extraction (representation) and feature selection. Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) is used to extract features from the document and represent it as a numerical vector. Feature selection technique is the method that removes unnecessary features and selects the essential features. We investigated chi-square feature selection approach , which is defined as the method of testing the hypothesis of discrete data known from statistics; this method assesses the relationship among two variables and finds out whether these variables are interrelated or correlated [46] . χ 2 value for each a category µ and term t can be defined by using equation (2) .
Moreover, χ 2 it is estimated using the following equation:
where α is the frequency of t and µ occurrences, β is the frequency of t occurrences without µ, U is the frequency of µ without t, ω is the frequency of non-occurrence of both µ and t, and N is the quantity of document.
C. DOCUMENT CLASSIFICATION
The final phase of the DC framework of classification is known as the process of classifying documents based on their content, where the training and testing data are separated from a dataset. In this step, the classification algorithms build the model from training and evaluated by testing the data. We assess the effect of each stemmer using the most popular automatic learning and statistical classification techniques such as NB [22] , KNN [23] , and SVM [21] .
V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
We have implemented our application using python 3.6.0 programming. Also, we used tools for machine learning and data analysis known as scikit-learn 2 to study the effect of stemming techniques on Arabic DC alongside with NB, KNN, and SVM classifiers. 
A. DATASET DESCRIPTION
In most Arabic DC studies, authors have collected their dataset individually. In this paper, we evaluated the effect of well-known stemmers on publicly available Arabic dataset which is CNN Arabic corpus obtained by Saad and Ashour [19] . The statistics and the data class distribution are described in Table 1 , and Fig.2 .
B. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this paper, the documents in each class in the dataset were firstly prepared by converting them to UTF-8 encoding. All non-Arabic characters, numbers, and symbols were removed from the dataset. After that, the preprocessing tasks such as normalization, stop word removal were applied. For the normalization, we used four rules as used indicated by [39] . For stop words elimination, we used a file that contains 1057 stop words to remove them. Then, the stemming technique is applied to extract the root or stem from each word. Concerning the feature extraction process, TF-IDF is used to represent documents as a numerical vector. Chi-square is used to select the essential feature sets that can contain 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, or 5000 features. The effect of stemmer was observed within a wide range of feature size. NB, KNN, and SVM classifiers were used to observe the classification performance of the Arabic DC system. The parameters setting of ML algorithms which were adopted in our experiments are configured as for NB classifier the alpha = 0.1, for KNN Classifier the number of k neighbors = 6, for SVM classifier the kernel = linear and the C = 1. Ten-fold Cross-validation is used in all classification experiments, which split the data into ten folds that are mutually exclusive subsets, where each fold includes 507 documents. The testing set is one of the subsets, where the reminder subsets are used as training sets.
This study used Micro-F1 score which is known as F1 measure that calculated as in equation (4):
where the recall and precision are defined in the following equations:
where TP represents all the documents which are indicated correctly to the specified class. TN represents all the documents which are correctly indicated not to belong to the class. FP represents all documents which are incorrectly indistinct to the class. FN represents all documents which are incorrectly not defined to the class.
C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Firstly, we run three different sets of experiments to study the effect of ISRI, Tashaphyne, and ARLStem stemmers on Arabic DC. Three different tests were performed using four different sets representations of the same dataset. The original dataset using normalization, stop word removal in this experiment represented as the baseline. In the second we used experiment ISRI stemmer. Tashaphyne stemmer used in the third experiment. In the last experiment, we used ARLStem stemmer.
The results of the experiments for the baseline and stemmers on three classification algorithms are illustrated in Table 2 and Fig.3 . The positively impacted results have marked as bold. The outcomes of classification based on ten-fold Cross-validation method and Micro-F1 used to test classifiers.
According to the proposed method ISRI, Tashaphyne, and ARLStem stemmers have different impacts on the classification performance of Arabic DC as compared with the baseline dataset as shown in Table 2 and Fig.3 .
Moreover, the conclusion can be made based on the following observations: First, applying ISRI stemmer rendered significant improvement in classification performance with NB and SVM classifiers as the feature size decreased. However, it has a negative impact when feature size increased. ISRI stemmer has a significant improvement with KNN in all features without relying on feature size. Secondly, Tashaphyne stemmer rendered a significant improvement in classification performance with KNN and SVM classifiers without depending on feature size. However, it has a negative impact on NB classifier when increasing the size of features.
Finally, applying the ARLStem stemmer has a dominant impact and provides a significant improvement in the classification performance for NB, KNN and SVM classifiers without relying on feature size.
The outcomes show that the stemmer techniques assisted in improving the performances and provided a significant improvement in the classification performance when applying stemming techniques. It has been observed from the experiment conducted that ARLStem stemmer outperformed other stemmers when it recorded the highest results when using SVM classifier. Therefore, SVM classifier is outstanding as compared to other classifiers because this technique can handle high dimensional data.
Findings of this study show that the stemmers techniques help to enhance the performance of DC and provide a significant improvement in Arabic DC by considering the feature size, and classifier algorithms. The outcomes could help the researcher to determine the appropriate method of stemming technique, classifier algorithm, and determine the feature size without applying these methods directly.
Furthermore, it is worth to mention that, during experiment analysis, we found that normalization rules combined with specific classifiers and features size can improve the classification performance such as the usage of Diacritics and Yaa Mamdoda '' '' with SVM classifier and 5000 as feature size. On the contrast, using normalization rules such as '' '' and '' '', SVM classifier, and feature size of 5000 features may have a negative impact as shown in Table 3 . Some normalization rules may change the format of the word which can affect the classification accuracy. Researchers may have to pay attention when dealing with the normalization process depending on different dataset, classifier algorithms and feature selection method. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigated the effect of Information Science Research Institute (ISRI), Tashaphyne, and ARLStem stemmers on the performance of Arabic Document Classification. Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) used to extract the feature from text on documents and represented it as numerical in the vector space model. Chi-square feature selection applied to select the high ranked features from the dataset that contain several thousands of features. Three machine learning algorithms have been examined to solve the problem of Document Classification.
Findings of this study show that the stemming techniques reduce the computational process of classification algorithm VOLUME 7, 2019 by reducing the feature space and provide a slight improvement in the performance of Arabic Document Classification. Besides, the experimental results show that ARLStem stemmer offers a good performance regarding other classification results, and dimension reduction rate in comparison with the other two Arabic stemmers. Moreover, the results show that the SVM classifier outperforms different classifiers. The SVM classifier reached 94.64% Micro-F1 by applying the ARLStem stemmer. These results will be helpful for examiners in Arabic Document Classification system in selecting the type of stemmer, classification algorithm and relevant features from the dataset. Future research could focus on developing an Arabic stemmer which aims to overcome the disadvantages of state-of-the-art stemming techniques.
